Abstract Dynamic surfaces arise in many applications, such as free surfaces in multiphase flows and moving interfaces in fluid-solid interaction. In many engineering applications, an explicit surface triangulation is often used to represent dynamic surfaces, posing significant challenges in adapting their meshes, especially if large curvatures and sharp features may dynamically emerge or vanish as the surfaces evolve. In this paper, we present an anisotropic mesh adaptation technique to meet these challenges. Our technique strives for optimal aspect ratios of the triangulation to reduce positional errors and to capture geometric features of dynamic surfaces based on a novel extension of the quadrics. Our adaptation algorithm combines the operations of vertex redistribution, edge flipping, edge contraction, and edge splitting. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our anisotropic adaptation technique for static and dynamic surfaces.
Introduction
This paper investigates the problem of reducing geometric errors of triangulated dynamic surfaces using anisotropic meshes. Dynamic surfaces are ubiquitous in modern computational applications, such as free surfaces in multiphase flows, moving interfaces in fluid-structure interaction, cracks in composite materials, and surfaces of biological objects (such as heart and lung). In these applications, the moving geometry is unknown a priori and is part of numerical solutions of some partial differential equations. In some applications (such as image processing), moving surfaces are best handled using the level set methods [1, 2] or other implicit surfaces. However, in some other situations (such as simulations involving sharp interfaces or boundary-fitted meshes), it is more accurate and efficient to use a triangulated surface. In [3] , Jiao proposed a framework for propagating explicit dynamic surfaces. As a surface evolves, it may undergo severe expansion or contraction in different areas or along different directions, leading to large curvatures, sharp features, and even topological changes. It is therefore often necessary to adapt the meshes for complex dynamic surfaces for better accuracy and stability, or even simply to maintain a valid surface discretization. The goal of this paper is to provide such mesh adaptation capabilities for triangulated dynamic surfaces. For simplicity, we do not consider topological changes in this paper.
The core concept in this paper is anisotropic mesh adaptation. An anisotropic mesh is one that adapts its aspect ratio and orientation according to some numerical quantities (such as the Hessian of a function or the principal curvatures and principal directions of a surface). Its idea is to replace the Euclidean distance by a different metric that varies in different directions, and its theory is based on differential geometry and approximation theory (see, e.g., [4] ). It is well known that an anisotropic mesh with high-aspect ratio triangles can interpolate an anisotropic function much more accurately than an isotropic mesh with equilateral triangles (see, e.g., [5] [6] [7] ). As we demonstrate in this paper, anisotropic meshes also have significant advantages in resolving emerging and diminishing large curvatures and singularities associated with dynamic surfaces by adapting the aspect ratios of a surface triangulation.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows. First, it explores the use of anisotropic meshes to improve the accuracy and stability of dynamic surfaces with large curvatures and singularities. Our proposed method strives to reduce interpolation errors of the height function, and in turn improves the accuracy of a dynamic surface. It also pays special attention to the conditioning of the computation of surface normals. Second, we introduce an extension of quadrics [8] for the construction of the metric tensor for coarse meshes or near singularities. Using this metric tensor, our algorithm adapts the mesh anisotropically with vertex redistribution and edge flipping under geometric constraints, and use edge splitting and edge contraction to resolve pathological situations. We demonstrate some benchmark results under very large deformation and simulation results for the burning of solid-propellant rockets. A preliminary version of this paper previously appeared as [9] . However, this paper features a more detailed treatment of the theoretical foundation, a more robust algorithm, as well as extended experimental results.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some related work in anisotropic meshing. Section 3 overviews the theoretical foundation of anisotropic surface meshing, including a novel anisotropic transformation for surface meshes. Section 4 describes our anisotropic mesh optimization procedure using vertex redistribution and edge flipping. Section 5 describes the adaptation of vertex density and the resolution of pathological situations using edge splitting and edge contraction. Section 6 presents some experimental results, including comparisons with isotropic adaptation for static and dynamic surfaces as well as the application of our method in the simulation of the combustion of solid-propellant rockets. Finally, Sect. 7 concludes the paper with a discussion of future research directions.
Related work
In this section, we review some previous work on anisotropic meshing. It is beyond the scope of this paper to give a comprehensive survey; we mention a few references that are most relevant to this work, with a focus on error analysis and surface meshing. For comprehensive historical notes and recent development, readers are referred to [4, 10, 11] .
Anisotropy and error minimization
A fundamental goal of mesh adaptation is to minimize or reduce errors for numerical computations over a mesh using piecewise linear approximations. Anisotropic mesh adaptation was pioneered by Peraire et al. [12] for this purpose for fluids simulations, motivated by some unpublished earlier work by Löhner et al. [13] . Their notion of anisotropy was motivated by equi-distributing errors along different directions (such as edges), and they controlled mesh adaptation using nodal spacing, stretching factors, and stretching directions, determined from a posteriori error estimation. Since then, anisotropic meshes have been used extensively in computational fluid dynamics, except that the control parameters are unified by the use of metric tensors; see, e.g., [10, 14, 15] .
Apart from fluids simulations, anisotropic meshes are also desirable from an approximation theory point of view. Nadler investigated the triangulations that can minimize errors in L 2 norm for piecewise linear interpolations [16] . D'Azevedo [5] investigated error minimization in L ? norm. More recently, Chen et al. [11] unified the analysis to minimize interpolation errors in L pnorm for any p. D'Azevedo and Simpson [17] also investigated the minimization of gradient errors. A similarity among these analyses is that they all construct a metric tensor from the Hessian of the function that is being linearly interpolated over the mesh. Although more or less developed independently, these efforts are largely compatible and overlap with those in fluids simulations, because the errors in the solutions of partial differential equations are intimately related to the interpolation errors [18, 19] . The problem that we address in this paper has a flavor of both aspects, in that our geometry is the solution of some differential equations, but we primarily focus on reducing interpolation errors of the height function of the surface.
The properties of error minimization of anisotropic meshes have spurred extensive research in the meshing community in the past decade (see, e.g., [20] [21] [22] ). These methods generally adapt the aspect ratios and edge lengths based on a metric tensor, and sometimes they may generate meshes with arbitrarily large aspect ratios. As Shewchuk pointed out in [7] , large aspect ratios may lead to large gradient errors if the maximum angle is too large. In addition, too large aspect ratios can also lead to too small time steps for explicit time integrations of dynamic simulations. These issues are especially critical for dynamic surfaces, which we consider in this paper.
Algorithmically, many anisotropic meshing methods share similarities in that they use a combination of mesh smoothing, edge flipping, mesh refinement, and mesh coarsening. For example, in [20] , Bossen and Heckbert proposed such a procedure in 2D, which they called a ''pliant method.'' The framework by Habashi et al. also uses a combination of these operations [10, 23] . Our method also uses these basic operations, except that we incorporate additional constraints to address potential large curvatures and sharp features. Finally, we note that some methods focus on the control of orientation of edges in 2-D meshes or faces in 3-D, such as the generation of boundarylayer meshes, structured meshes, quadrilateral meshes, or quad-dominant meshes. This notion of anisotropy is not directly applicable to triangular meshes, so we do not consider them here.
Anisotropic surface meshes
Surface meshing and adaptation has been studied extensively in recent years. Most earlier methods focused on isotropic meshes (e.g., [24] [25] [26] ), but anisotropic surface meshing has drawn more and more attentions (e.g., [27] [28] [29] ). Shimada et al. [27] proposed anisotropic triangular meshing using packing of ellipsoidal bubbles for parametric surfaces. In [28] , Frey and Borouchaki described an algorithm for anisotropic meshing of a 2-D mesh based on the curvature of a function interpolated over it. In [29] , Cheng et al. proposed to mesh an implicit surface based on 3-D anisotropic Voronoi diagram introduced by Labelle and Shewchuk [30] . However, the dual of an anisotropic Voronoi diagram is not necessarily a valid mesh, so special care must be taken. In [8] , Heckbert and Garland studied the connection of quadrics-based surface simplification with anisotropic meshes.
For anisotropic meshing, a key question is the selection of the metric tensor. Some methods assume that the metric tensor is given by the user or an ''oracle'' [29] . To minimize geometric errors, it is desirable to derive the tensor from the surface geometry. In [31] , Hansbro used the first fundamental matrix of the surface as the metric tensor. In [32] , Alliez et al. used the principal curvature tensor to generate quad-dominant meshes.
These preceding methods all focus on meshing of static surfaces, instead of adapting dynamic surface meshes. They typically assume smooth surfaces or piecewise smooth surfaces with distinct feature curves. In [33] , Cheng et al. developed an algorithm specialized for remeshing of a dynamic skin surface. A general dynamic surface in numerical simulations may undergo very large deformation with potentially emerging or vanishing sharp features and large curvatures, which pose significant additional challenges.
Theoretical foundation
Anisotropic meshing is closely related to differential geometry and numerical analysis. We briefly review the theoretical underpinnings (including curvature and metric tensor) for anisotropic meshing. While these concepts are well-known for surface meshing and for anisotropic meshing in Euclidean spaces, we try to give a unified treatment here for anisotropic surface meshing, which has not appeared in the literature previously. We also describe a simple and novel numerical approximation to the desired metric tensor.
3.1 Normal, curvature, and fundamental forms Differential quantities (including surface normals and curvatures) are fundamental to the analysis and meshing of surfaces. For a surface C in R 3 ; consider a local parame-
(Note that for convenience we treat points as column vectors.) The Jacobian matrix of p(u) with respect to u is
where '|' denotes concatenation. The vectors p u and p v form a basis of the tangent space to C at p. The unit normal to the surface is thenn
Geometrically, the curvatures of a surface C are defined as follows. A normal section curve at p [ C is the intersection of C with a plane perpendicular to C at p. The principal curvatures j 1 and j 2 at p are the maximum and minimum of the curvatures of these normal section curves, and the corresponding tangent directions of these extreme curvatures are the principal directions. We assume jj 1 j ! jj 2 j; and refer to them as the maximum and minimum curvatures, respectively. Computationally, the principal curvatures and principal directions are obtained from the Weingarten matrix
where G : J T J is the first fundamental matrix, and
is the second fundamental matrix. The first and second fundamental matrices are then
nient local frame is a one whose u and v directions form an orthonormal basis of the tangent space. In such a frame, f u = f v = 0, G = I (the 2 9 2 identity matrix), so W = B = H (i.e., the Weingarten matrix coincides with the Hessian of the height function f).
Metric tensor for anisotropic meshing
Anisotropic meshing achieves error control by introducing a metric tensor. A metric tensor M is a symmetric positivedefinite matrix defined at each point of a surface (or a differentiable manifold), and it can vary continuously from point to point over the surface. The simplest example of metric tensor is the first fundamental matrix of a surface. A metric tensor M defines a corresponding inner product
The arc length of a parametric curve rðtÞ :
where r 0 (t) denotes the first derivative of r with respect to t. Intuitively, the metric warps a given surface into a so-called Riemannian manifold [34, pp. 855-856] . For example, the first fundamental matrix G of a surface warps a subset of the Euclidean space R 2 into a curved surface C, and the length of a parametric curve r(u(t), v(t)) on C is l ¼ R 1 0 kr 0 ðtÞk GðtÞ dt: In general, the metric tensor defined over a curved surface (or manifold) C is different from its first fundamental matrix. However, every Riemannian manifold with a smooth metric admits an embedding in a Euclidean space R n for some n [35, 36] , and the metric tensor is then the first fundamental matrix of that embedding, although this embedding is almost never constructed explicitly.
Metric tensors have been used in generating structured or unstructured planar or volume meshes in 2-D and 3-D (e.g., [20, 22] ). In such problems, the metric tensors are d 9 d, where d = 2 and 3, respectively. These tensors are in general chosen to approximately minimize the interpolation error of a function discretized linearly over the mesh.
Consider the leading terms of the multivariate Taylor series expansion about a point p
where H(p) denote the Hessian matrix of f at p. For linear interpolation, the error at p ? s is approximately 1 2 s T Hs for small s. Because H is symmetric, it has an orthogonal eigenvalue decomposition H ¼ XKX À1 ; where
The larger jk i j; the larger the interpolation error in the direction of its corresponding eigenvector, and the shorter the edge should be along that direction. Assume
where D ¼ diagðjk 1 j; . . .; jk d jÞ: It is easy to show that ju T Huj ju T Muj for u 2 R 2 : Furthermore, since H and M are both symmetric, for all unit length vectors u,
Therefore, the tensor given by (1) is suited for minimizing the maximum interpolation error. For anisotropic surface meshing, our objective is to adapt the aspect ratios of the triangles to approximately minimize the geometric error, i.e., the interpolation error of the height function at each point. For the height function over the tangent space, the Weingarten matrix coincides with the Hessian matrix. Therefore, the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix give us the principal curvatures. Letd i denote the principal directions in the local frame, and the metric tensor then should be
in this frame, assuming j i = 0 for i = 1, 2. To control the aspect ratios, the metric tensor in general should be a multiple of (2).
Numerical approximation for coarse meshes
The preceding discussions assumed smooth surfaces under idealized situations. For remeshing or mesh adaptation, we must evaluate the metric tensor over triangulated surfaces. As second-order derivatives, curvatures are sensitive to perturbation, and they are particularly difficult to estimate for coarse meshes. To make the matter worse, the surfaces in dynamic simulations often contain singularities (such as ridges and corners) or ''near singularities,'' where the curvatures may be ill-defined or be arbitrarily large. Unfortunately, singularities or near singularities are precisely where interpolation errors tend to be large and anisotropy is most desired. For simplicity and robustness, we explore an approximation of the metric tensor constructed from only surface normals, which are first-order derivatives and hence are less sensitive to noise than curvatures. Our construction is inspired by the quadrics in [8] and also in part by the use of a similar form in the dynamicsurface algorithm in [3] .
Given a triangulated surface mesh, consider a local uvw coordinate frame at a vertex p aligned with the tangent space. Let m denote the number of the faces incident on p. Let N be the m 9 3 matrix whose ith row vector is the unit outward normal to the ith incident face of p. Let X ¼ diagðx 1 ; . . .; x m Þ; where x i is the weight (typically the face area) associated with the ith face. Let A denote the 3 9 3 matrix N T XN; which is symmetric positive semi-definite (i.e., x T Ax C 0 for any x 2 R 3 ). We refer to A as the quadric tensor. Consider the eigenvalue decomposition A ¼ XKX À1 ; where K ¼ diagðk 1 ; k 2 ; k 3 Þ and k 1 C k 2 C k 3 C 0. We refer to the vector space spanned by the eigenvectors corresponding to the relatively small eigenvalues of A its null-space (or more precisely, its numerical null-space). In general, the dimension of the null-space is two for a point at a smooth area, one for a point on a sharp ridge, and zero at a sharp corner.
For smooth surfaces, the quadric tensor is closely related to the metric tensor for anisotropic meshing. Suppose the triangles incident on a vertex p discretize a rectangular neighborhood with lengths e 1 and e 2 along the maximum and minimum curvature directions. Let j 1 and j 2 denote the maximum and minimum curvatures at p, respectively. In [8] , Heckbert and Garland showed that for small e 1 and e 2 , the eigenvalues of A are
and the eigenvectors fê 2 ;ê 3 g corresponding to k 2 and k 3 are approximately the principal directions, andê 1 approximates the surface normal. Let Q denote the 2 9 2 orthogonal matrix, whose column vectors are the principal directions in the local frame. Based on (4) and (5), we compute the metric tensor as
which we will justify in the next paragraph. In particular, if the axes of the uvw frame are the eigenvectors fê 2 ;ê 3 ;ê 1 g;
rically, M Q maps a unit circle to an ellipse with semiaxes ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi k 2 =k 1 p and ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi k 3 =k 1 p along u and v axes, respectively. However, for meshing purpose it is often more intuitive to consider M Q as the mapping from an ellipse with semiaxes ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi k 1 =k 3 p and ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi k 1 =k 2 p along e 3 and e 2 directions in the physical space to a unit circle in the normalized space, as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
To justify this choice of metric tensor, consider a mesh that conforms to the aspect ratio specified by M Q , which we refer to as an ''optimized mesh.'' As in [8] , we define the aspect ratio q of a triangle to be that of its minimum containing ellipse, and by definition q & e 2 /e 1 . For this optimized mesh,
and hence q % ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi jj 1 =j 2 j p : In other words, k 2 =k 3 % jj 1 =j 2 j for an optimized mesh. For a non-optimized mesh, if the aspect ratio is too small (i.e., k 2 =k 3 ) jj 1 =j 2 j), then anisotropic adaption based on M Q would increase the aspect ratio; on the other hand, if the aspect ratio is too large (i.e., k 2 =k 3 ( jj 1 =j 2 j), then anisotropic adaption based on M Q would decrease the aspect ratio. Note that M Q does not explicitly involve curvature estimations. Furthermore, the quadric tensor is computed by a summation (i.e., integration) over the neighborhood of a point, so we can easily extend its geometric support to make it noise resistant. Therefore, we expect M Q would work well for progressively adapting the aspect ratios for coarse meshes when used in an iterative procedure, even though M Q may not converge to an exact multiple of (2) .
The preceding analysis applies only to approximations of smooth surfaces. To generalize it to singularities, consider folding a smooth surface to form a ridge along the minimum curvature direction at a point, and let h denote the dihedral angle between the two sides of the ridge. Note that the eigenvalue decomposition of the quadric tensor A can be written as A ¼ k 1ê1ê 
so the three eigenvalues ofÃ are then
Since k 2 /k 1 = O(e 1 2 ) before folding, s 2 =s 1 % tan 2 ðh=2Þ at the singularity after folding. At sharp corners, the matter is more complicated, but the three eigenvalues are in general all O(e 1 e 2 ). This analysis provides a geometrically intuitive way to select the thresholds (for k 2 /k 1 and k 3 /k 1 ) for classifying the null-space of A. Note that the asymptotic analysis k 2 /k 1 &e 1 2 j 1 2 /3 and the singularity analysis s 2 =s 1 % tan 2 ðh=2Þ are consistent within a constant factor, in that tan 2 ðh=2Þ approaches e 1 2 j 1 2 as h tends to zero. Therefore, the quadrics are convenient for handling the ambiguous cases of ''near singularities.'' This is particularly useful for dynamic surfaces, where some areas may have increasingly large curvatures as sharp features form gradually. Finally, we note that the identification of singularities in a mesh is a challenging problem in its own right; we refer to readers to [37] for more detail.
Safeguarded metric tensor
It is important to note that k 2 may be arbitrarily larger than k 3 . It is the case for points along a ridge curve where k 2 = O(e 2 ) and k 3 = O(e 4 ). It can also happen for smooth surfaces at parabolic-type points (such as points on a cylindrical patch), where k 3 is approximately zero but k 2 is non-zero. In these cases, the metric tensor in (2) or its cousin in (6) can lead to arbitrarily large aspect ratios. Too large aspect ratios may lead to too small time steps for explicit time stepping of dynamic simulations or too large errors in the surface normal, and they in turn may severely decrease the efficiency and defeat the purpose of anisotropic adaptation.
To resolve these issues, we impose an upper bound on the aspect ratio. We achieve this by imposing lower and upper bounds on the eigenvalues k 2 and k 3 of M Q and defining the
The metric tensor at a point is theñ
Based on the singularity analysis of quadrics, the thresholds w l and w u should be in the form of tan 2 ðh=2Þ for some angle h, which we address further in Sect. 5.3. With this modified tensor, the surface would be strongly anisotropic only near sharp features or large-curvature areas, where anisotropy is desired to avoid large interpolation errors.
Anisotropic mesh optimization
In this section, we describe a procedure for anisotropic vertex redistribution and edge flipping for surface meshes. Note that our algorithm assumes that the geometric features (including ridges and sharp corners) of the meshes have already been detected, for which we use a variant of the method described in [37] .
Computation of quadric and metric tensors
Our algorithm starts by computing the quadric and metric tensors at the vertices. We compute the quadric tensors at all the vertices concurrently by looping through faces, and for each face adding its quadric tensor to its vertices. From the quadric tensor of each vertex, we then obtain the metric tensorM Q as described in the preceding section.
Anisotropic vertex redistribution
Vertex redistribution (also known as mesh smoothing) is a method for improving mesh quality by redistributing vertices without changing mesh connectivity. Numerically, vertex redistribution is surprisingly challenging for surface meshes, because it must preserve the geometry (i.e., the shape) of the surface while improving the mesh quality. To make the matter worse, the geometry is often known only approximately as the input mesh itself without a CAD model (such as in numerical simulations of dynamic surfaces), and at the same time the redistribution may need to be performed very often in dynamic simulations (such as every time step). Some authors construct a high-order surface approximation and project the vertices onto it (e.g., [24, 32] ), but its implementation is complex and subtle near singularities or around large-curvature areas. For simplicity, we use the null-space smoothing [3] but extend it to support anisotropy here.
The basic idea of null-space smoothing in [3] is to move each vertex p toward a weighted average of the centroids of its incident faces while restricting the displacement to be within the null-space of the quadric tensor at the vertex. The weighted average of centroids is equivalent to a weighted average of the vertices within the one ring of p (including p itself), so it is similar to a weighted Laplacian smoothing, but it is easier to implement in finite-element codes. Note that the null-space of the quadric tensor is in general a subspace of the tangent space at a vertex. It has dimensions two, one, and zero at non-feature, ridge, and corner vertices, respectively. Null-space smoothing prohibits moving a corner vertex, so our following discussions focus on non-feature and ridge vertices.
A main difficulty associated with anisotropic vertex redistribution is the computation of a metric tensor for a curve incident on a vertex. It may seem natural to warp the neighborhood of the vertex based on a constant metric tensor. However, such a mapping is nearly an affine transformation, so it cannot produce the desired gradation of edge lengths around the vertex. Therefore, we must use different metric tensors to compute the metric for different curves. For anisotropic meshing in a Euclidean space, we can simply average the metric tensors of different vertices. For a curved surface, however, the metric tensor at each vertex is defined in its own local coordinate frame, so a change of coordinate system would be required before the metric tensors can be averaged.
To overcome this difficulty, we transform a curve near a vertex p anisotropically by summing up the 3 9 3 quadric tensors in the global coordinate system. More specifically, for the ith incident face of p with centroid c i , we compute its quadric tensor A i as a weighted sum of the quadric tensors of its vertices. We use a hierarchical weighting, which assigns non-feature vertices a unit weight, ridge vertices a small weight (e.g., 10
-6 ), and corner vertices a tiny weight (e.g., 10 -12 ). We then construct a metric tensor for the face using (10) in the local coordinate frame defined by the eigenvectors of A i . Let T i ½ê 2 jê 3 denote the 3 9 2 matrix composed of the second and third eigenvectors of A i , and M i denote the metric tensor of the face, which is a diagonal matrix. Let
is then its corresponding vector after anisotropic transformation. To apply null-space smoothing, let T denote the matrix whose column vectors are composed of the null-space of the quadric tensor at p, and it is 3 9 2 at non-feature vertices and 3 9 1 at ridge vertices. The new position of the vertex is theñ
where TT T is the projection matrix onto the null-space, a is a relaxation factor for avoiding mesh folding, and m is the number of incident faces of the vertex.
In the overall smoothing procedure, we update the vertices using a Jacobi-style iteration. We first compute the metric tensors at all vertices and then update the new positions for all vertices concurrently. This approach was chosen because it is easy to parallelize and it avoids the needs of updating the metric tensors after moving each vertex. To avoid mesh folding, we limit the relaxation factor a so that the normal of each face and edge would not change sign; see [3] for more detail.
Anisotropic edge flipping
Edge flipping is a commonly used operator in Delaunay triangulation and mesh optimization. In Euclidean space, for each edge ab with opposite vertices c and d, the edge ab is flipped if the Delaunay flipping criterion (i.e., \acb þ \bda [ p) is satisfied. For anisotropic meshing, we must check the flipping criterion within the normalized space. Furthermore, for practical applications, we must impose some constraints to preserve the surface topology and geometry.
We start by checking the constraints. First of all, it is obvious that no border edge can be flipped. In addition, we allow each face to be labeled by its material type; if the two incident faces of an edge have different labels, then it is an ''internal border edge'' that separates different material types, so it cannot be flipped either. To prevent large interpolation errors, we do not flip ridge edges. In addition, we prohibit any flipping that would lead to an abrupt change to the face normals (e.g., more than 45°).
After checking the constraints, we proceed to construct the normalized space. Specifically, we sum up the quadric tensors at the four vertices to obtain a quadric tensor A. The eigenvectors of A define an orthonormal coordinate frame centered at the centroid of the four vertex. The eigenvalues of A then define the metric tensor (10) with the rotation matrix Q equal to the identity matrix. This metric tensor maps each vertex onto a new position in the normalized space, where the Delaunay flipping criterion is checked (cf. Fig. 2) . If the surface is flat and the metric tensor is constant, then repeated edge flipping would produce the Delaunay triangulation in the normalized space (i.e., the warped Riemannian manifold). For general surfaces, iterative flipping may not converge. We use a greedy strategy to flip the edges in decreasing order of their maximum opposite angles and avoid infinite loops by flipping each edge at most once. After flipping each edge, we update the quadric tensors of the four vertices. constraints. If a dynamic surface undergoes severe expansion or contraction, the number of vertices must be increased or decreased to maintain vertex density. Furthermore, due to the geometric constraints, the preceding procedures may leave some too large or too small angles in the mesh, which can restrict the time steps of dynamic simulations or lead to arbitrarily large errors in the normal directions. We address these issues using mesh repair. Mesh repair does not attempt to optimize any quality measures but focuses on safeguarding and resolving pathological cases. Mesh repair is potentially very difficult to analyze. To keep it simple, we choose two simple operations: edge splitting and edge contraction. These operations must be anisotropy-aware so that they would not undo the effect of anisotropic mesh optimization.
Edge splitting
Edge splitting inserts a new vertex to an edge, as illustrated in Fig. 3a . It is particularly useful to refine the area where the mesh may be too coarse and to eliminate large angles with a long opposite edge. We choose the edges to split based on the following two criteria:
Absolute longness: the edge is the longest among those of its incident triangles and is longer than a given threshold L, or Relative longness: the edge is longer than a desired edge length l \ L, one of its opposite angles is close to p (greater than a threshold h l ), and the shortest edge of its incident triangles is no shorter than s (where s \ l).
The four parameters above must be chosen in a way consistent with edge contraction, which we consider in Sect. 3. In the second criterion the constraint on s is necessary to prevent over-refinement caused by splitting too small triangles. Note that this process may leave out some large angles, which will be addressed by edge contraction. We split the edges in decreasing order of edge lengths. After splitting an edge, we first position the new vertex at the edge center and then project it along the normal direction to the point that minimizes a quadric error metric along the edge to reduce error. After inserting a new vertex, we update the quadric tensors of the vertices within its one ring. Note that edge splitting splits each incident face of the edge into two, and we let the split faces inherit the material types of their corresponding original faces.
Edge contraction
Edge contraction merges two adjacent vertices into a single vertex, and it is useful to coarsen the mesh and to eliminate some very small angles (and as by-product also some large angles). Edge contraction is more difficult than edge splitting because it can potentially smear features and even cause mesh folding. We determine whether an edge is desirable to contract using the following criteria:
Absolute small angle: its opposite angle in an incident triangle is smaller than a threshold h s , and the longest edge of the triangle is shorter than the desired edge length l, or Relative shortness: it is shorter than a small fraction r of the longest edge in its incident triangles, or Absolute small triangle: the longest edge in its incident faces is shorter than a given threshold S, and it is the shortest edge in its incident triangles, or Relative small triangle: the longest edge in its incident faces is shorter than the desired edge length l, and it is shorter than a fraction R of the longest edges in both physical and normalized space.
The first two criteria address poorly shaped triangles with a very small angle or a short edge, and as a side product eliminate some triangles with very large angles. The last two criteria address well-shaped but too small triangles to decrease vertex density for mesh coarsening.
We contract edges in increasing order of edge lengths. To preserve features during contraction, if two vertices have different feature ranks (a non-feature, ridge, and corner vertex has a feature rank of 0, 1, or 2, respectively) we place the merged vertex at the original vertex with the higher rank. If two vertices have the same rank, to preserve smoothness we obtain a weighted average of the original vertices and then project it along the normal direction to minimize the quadric error metric. To prevent mesh folding we reject contractions that would lead to topological changes or normal inversion of any face. We observe that such violations rarely occur as we contract shortest edges first. After edge contraction, we update the quadric tensors of the vertices within the one ring of the new vertex.
Parameter selection
Mesh repair requires a number of parameters as it deals with pathological cases by nature. The interplay among different parameters is quite complex. Overall, we have three different types of parameters: edge lengths (l, L, s, S), edge-length ratios (r, R), and angles (h l and h s ). For edge-length parameters, in general s \ S \ l \ L, since S and L specify desirable lengths for edge contracting and splitting, and s/l is closely related to the maximum aspect ratio allowed by anisotropic transformation (i.e., ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi w u =w l p ). For the edge-length ratio r and R, in general r \ R as they correspond to poorly shaped and well-shaped triangles, respectively. The ratio r is related to the ratio of s/l in the relative-longness criterion, and in general r ( s=l % ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi w l =w u p : The threshold R is related to S, and we choose R & S/l.
For the angle thresholds, h s ( h l , and it is desirable that 2h s ? h l [ 180°, so that large angles incident on a relatively short edge would be eliminated by edge contraction. The angle h s is also related to the thresholds w l and w u . The maximum of the minimum angle of a triangle contained in an ellipse with aspect ratio q ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi w u =w l p is 2 arctan q; and therefore we choose h s % 2 arctan q:
Based on these consideration and extensive experiments, we choose the following default values for the parameters:
• w l = 0.005 and w u = 0.07;
In general the desired edge length l may vary in space, but it typically suffices to have a uniform value as the desired average edge length.
Overall procedure
Our overall adaptation strategy iterates between mesh optimization and mesh repair. Within a dynamic simulation, in general we perform a few iterations of vertex redistribution at every time-step and invoke the complete adaptation procedure every few time steps or if the mesh becomes too skewed. When invoking the complete adaptation procedure, we perform them in the following order:
1. perform anisotropic vertex redistribution; 2. perform edge contraction; 3. perform edge flipping; 4. perform edge splitting; 5. perform edge flipping; 6. perform anisotropic vertex redistribution.
Note that the metric tensors are re-computed globally after vertex redistribution and are updated locally after any topological operation. The above procedure may be repeated as desired by the user. We repeat vertex redistribution and edge flipping twice, as they are more effective in enhancing the overall mesh quality than mesh repair.
Experimental results
We present some experimental results of anisotropic adaptation for static and dynamic surfaces to demonstrate its effectiveness, and compare it with isotropic remeshing for dynamic surfaces. All of our experiments used the default parameters described in Sect. 5.3.
Remeshing static surfaces
When applied to a static surface, our anisotropic adaptation algorithm essentially becomes a remeshing tool. In this test, we remesh a surface with corrupted features using anisotropic mesh adaptation, and at the same time denoise the surface using an approach similar to that in Ohtake et al. [38] . Figure 4 shows the result of using anisotropic adaptation compared with those obtained from isotropic smoothing and anisotropic smoothing (i.e., without changing mesh connectivity). As evident from the figures, the final mesh using anisotropic adaptation is anisotropic at high-curvature areas, and both the mesh quality and surface geometry were improved substantially by our method.
Adaptation of dynamic surfaces
As discussed earlier, the advantages for anisotropic surface adaptation are most prominent in adapting dynamically moving surfaces. We use a series of dynamic surfaces with an increasing level of difficulty to verify our claim. In particular, we adapt a surface that is advected in two difficult flow fields for a time period T as detailed later. The larger T is the more severe the deformation becomes. We modulate time by the cosinusoidal function cos(pt/T) to make the flow periodic, so that in principle the shape at time t = 0 and t = T should be identical. Such kind of tests have been widely used to test dynamic surfaces or moving interfaces [39] [40] [41] [42] . In these tests, we propagate each vertex using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration scheme and then adapt the surface anisotropically. The time step was controlled using the approach in [3] to prevent mesh folding. We perform anisotropic vertex redistribution at every time step and invoke the full-fledged anisotropic adaptation every few iterations or when the time step becomes too small. 
Modest deformation
This flow constitutes a difficult test because large curvatures develop in the areas with maximum deformation. In this test we compare the results of using anisotropic mesh optimization with the isotropic remeshing, in particular our own implementation of the method of Alliez et al. [26] . In both cases we used a time step of 0.01. Figure 5 shows the meshes using anisotropic adaptation at times t = 0, 1, and 2 using a relative coarse initial mesh with 10,784 vertices and 21,564 triangles. Figure 6 shows the results using isotropic remeshing with uniform spacing using the same initial mesh. The anisotropic results are obviously far superior to the isotropic ones. Quantitatively, the volume loss for anisotropic adaptation was \0.1% compared to about 24% for isotropic remeshing. Note that the isotropic remeshing algorithm of Alliez et al. [26] can adapt vertex density based on curvatures, but we observed numerical instabilities and worse results when adapting vertex density based on Gaussian or mean curvatures, probably because the curvatures are inherently sensitive to perturbation. In terms of efficiency, anisotropic adaptation took 9 min to complete the whole simulation on a PC with 3.2 GHz Fig. 4 Comparison of remeshing a surface with corrupted features using isometric smoothing, anisotropic smoothing, and anisotropic adaptation. a Noisy input mesh, b after isometric smoothing, c after anisotropic smoothing, d after anisotropic adaptation Pentium D processor. In comparison, the remeshing algorithm by Alliez et al. [26] is very expensive and takes several minutes even for a single remeshing step; therefore, we adopted an approximation solver proposed by Ostromoukhov et al. [43] to make their algorithm more competitive. Even after this speed-up, isotropic remeshing took 30 seconds per remeshing step, which amounts to about 10 times slower than our technique. This relatively simple example shows the effectiveness and efficiency of anisotropic adaptation and also demonstrates the challenges in remeshing dynamic surfaces.
Large deformation
In the literature, another widely used test has a velocity field [41, 44] and hybrid front tracking methods [40, 45] . Note that if one simply propagates the vertices of a surface mesh independently, some triangles would become inverted very soon, so mesh adaptation is necessary. We used an initial mesh with 23,238 vertices and 46,472 triangles with a time step of 0.015, so the whole computation took 200 iterations. Due to distortions introduced by the flow, anisotropic optimization alone cannot meet this challenge, so we used the full-fledged anisotropic mesh adaptation. We invoke anisotropic adaptation every four time steps. This flow is mildly unstable during the second half period, so a smoothing term similar to that in Fig. 4 was added to denoise the surface. Figure 7 shows the surfaces with anisotropic mesh adaptation after 50, 100, 150, and 200 time steps. At the maximum deformation (i.e., t = 1.5) the surface area increased by a factor of 4.12, and the numbers of vertices and triangles also roughly quadrupled (increased to 98,638 and 197,292, respectively). At time t = 3 the surface returned back to a nearly perfect sphere, and the errors in both the volume and surface area were \0.1%. Note that the popular level set method lost 80% of volume for this test, while the much-improved particle level set method of Enright et al. [41] lost 2.6% when using one million grid points. Because of the lower time complexity of our surface mesh-based scheme, the computation time of our method is expected to be orders of magnitude smaller than that of particle level set method [41] .
Very large motion
The motion in the previous test is large, but it is still relatively simple because the surface remained smooth and the time period was relatively short. We test our method using a more challenging problem with the same flow as in Sect. 6.2.1 but a longer period of T = 6. Under this flow the sphere swirls for three cycles at the maximum deformation, forming cusps and extremely thin filaments, posing significant challenges to represent the surface accurately.
To the best of our knowledge no solution to this problem has been reported previously in the literature, except for a result of T = 4 using a hybrid surface-marker and volumeof-fluid method [39] . Our simulation used a time step of 0.015 for 400 iterations using an initial mesh the same as that in the previous test. Figure 8 shows the surface after 100, 200, and 400 time steps, respectively. At the maximum deformation the area increased by a factor of 5.6, and the numbers of vertices and triangles increased by a factor of 5.4. At time t = 6, the volume error was about 0.3%.
Application to solid-rocket propellant
The preceding benchmark tests demonstrated the robustness and accuracy of our adaptation procedure. In this section, we present an application of our method to the simulation of the combustion of solid propellant of rocket motors. For simplicity, our tests assume a uniform speed for the burning propellant, which is usually a good approximation and is standard for commercial analysis tools for solid-rocket motors. Figure 9 shows four snapshots of the regression of the surface of a slice of the star grain of a solid propellant under burning, where the burning patch is shown in red. The burning and non-burning patches are labeled as different materials, which serve as constraints during mesh adaptation. We model the burning process using the generalized Huygens' principle [3] , where expanding singularities would be rounded and contracting singularities would be preserved. Our adaptation procedure was able to not only preserve sharp features but also effectively merge the feature lines as they collide with each other (see Fig. 9b, c) . The full simulation was completed without any user intervention.
As another example, Fig. 10 shows four snapshots of the burning surface of a solid propellant with a star-shaped aftend. The surface shown here is the boundary of the burning chamber of the rocket, and the propellant is outside the burning chamber and is contained within a cylindrical case. Unlike the preceding test, where the feature lines are sharp, the star grain in this example is smooth but have large curvatures, and sharp features can form gradually. Our anisotropic adaptation procedure was able to robustly resolve the emerging and vanishing singularities and successfully simulate the complete burn out for this solidpropellant rocket.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an effective approach for anisotropic adaptation of triangulated surfaces, with a focus on adapting dynamic surfaces that are the solutions of numerical simulations. This setting poses significant challenges in accuracy and efficiency. We presented the theoretical foundation of our method in differential geometry and approximation theory, and also proposed an extension of the quadric for the construction of the metric tensor for anisotropic transformation. This extension delivers a unified framework for resolving smooth surfaces, sharp features, and the ambiguities between them. We proposed to optimize a surfaces mesh using anisotropic mesh smoothing and edge flipping, and to resolve pathological cases and adapt vertex density using anisotropy-aware mesh repair by edge splitting and edge contraction. The effectiveness of our anisotropic adaptation procedure was demonstrated using a number of benchmark examples, which achieved orders of magnitude of improvements in accuracy and efficiency for dynamic surfaces compared to adapting the surface meshes isotropically or representing and propagating the surfaces using Eulerian methods. We also demonstrated the use of our method for the simulation of burning of solid-propellant rockets.
A number of research issues remain open for dynamic surfaces, including accurate and robust resolution of topological changes of surfaces and volume conservation in full-fledged mesh adaptation. In addition, it is desirable to compare our proposed method with anisotropic adaptation using a robust estimator of the principal curvature tensor. The first author plans to explore these issues in the future.
